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The investigation of long-term and short-term strength of mentioned anchorage showed their sufficient reliability. The use of such anchor fastenings required studying their stress state at short-term and long-term influence of out-pulling efforts on the reinforcement bar (Fig.1).
The results of the investigations testify that at long-term load the behavior of acrylic glues conforms to the linear theory of creeping. When considering the stress state of rotation bodies under the influence of axisymmetric stress load and the shift in conditions of linear creeping can be expressed through bi-harmonic function of A. Ljav:
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Fig.1. Calculation scheme of anchor fastening on acrylic glue: 1 – reinforcement bar; 2 – the layer of acrylic glue; 3 – concrete cylinder.
where ν – the coefficient of Poisson; r, z – cylindrical coordinates; τ – the age of acrylic glue; t – the moment of time, for which stress state is determined; τ1 – the age of acrylic glue, for which stress state is determined; E(t) – momentary modulus of acrylic glue elasticity; G – the measure of creeping. 
Substitute the stress function in the following way:
.                   		   (9)
According to [5] obtain the following expression:
.	 (10)
From boundary conditions at the ends of anchor fastening:
. 			(11)
According to expressions (1) and (4) find the functions A(t) and D(t) connected with the relationship:    , 	  (12)
where: ;  – the root of transcendental equation.
,	   	  	             (13)
 l – the depth of reinforcement bar embedment into concrete.
Transcendental equation (13) has infinite number of roots
.
That is why the stress function, corresponding to the boundary conditions (11), may be written in the following way:
	.		  (14)
Taking into account the solutions obtained before, substituting the equation (14) into (1-6) obtain the equation for the stresses and shifts in acrylic glue:
;		     (15)




where: z – the coordinate of the point, from which the stress or shifts are determined;           the function of Mc Donald;		
Consider the boundary conditions on the surface of the contact of anchor with acrylic glue in case of its pulling out, from which the relation for determining the function Ds(t) can be obtained. Boundary conditions include the continuity of tangent and radial stresses, relative axis extensions and radial shifts on the contact glue – anchor as well as the equality z  = 0 at z = 0.
Starting with some age 1 > (τ = 10…25 days), the increment of glue elasticity modulus stops, so the bellowing equality can be used:
		.	(20)
In accordance with [4, 5] accept the following expressions for creeping measure:
	;     (21)	        ;	 (22)
		.		 (23)
In these expressions С0, А1,  – the constants, depending on the composition and strength of acrylic glue and determined by experiments. The structure of the core in the expression (23) can be simplified, if to consider the process of acrylic glue creeping at a mature age.
Analytical dependence of creeping measure fits to the experimental data for acrylic glue at the age of more than 25 days:
;	 (24)	;
; (25)      at k = 1:	. (26)
Taking into account boundary conditions of expressions (21 – 24) as well as the start of loading time reading t = 0 determine the stress function Ds(t). Substitute the values obtained Ds(t) into formulas (15-17) and obtain the stress values  in case of maximum stress state of anchor fastening when pulling out the bar embedded into concrete using acrylic glue.
The graphs of distribution of tangent, normal axis and radial stresses in the layer of acrylic glue on the contacts glue-anchor and glue-concrete are given in fig.2.
The curves of stress distribution calculated for the case of elastic-momentary use of pulling out effort are marked by solid lines and the curves of stress distribution as a result of acrylic glue creeping during 100 days are marked by dotted lines.





Fig.2. Distribution of tangent (a), normal axis (b) and radial (c) stresses in the layer of acrylic glue on the contacts glue-anchor (1) and glue-concrete (2)
Thus, the solution presented allows determining the stress and deformations both on contacts glue-anchor, glue-concrete and in the concrete body.


























